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iPS Powerful People announces the launch of the new label iPS Select

Capelle aan den IJssel, The Netherlands, July 20, 2020.
iPS Powerful People is excited to announce the launch of iPS Select. A new label in a globally known
organization.
iPS Powerful People introduces iPS Select. With this establishment iPS creates a label that fully focusses
on Search & Selection of office, middle- and high management and high educated technical personnel.
With our Headquarters in the Netherlands and offices in Mexico, Dubai, Saudi Arabia, the Baltic States,
Jersey and more, we are able to provide personnel on global level. “iPS Select will provide Search &
Selection services, Secondment- and Payroll services with the payroll infrastructure of iPS Powerful
People for white collar candidates on behalf of our clients” (Patrick Mans, Director).
The long time build reputation of iPS in the maritime, energy and civil construction
industries results in an extensive network of high profiled candidates. “We understand the wishes and
competences of our candidates which allows us to connect them to the vacancy that fully fits
their wishes and career path.”
As a partner of our clients we fulfill their recruitment needs with tailor made solutions. Office personnel,
middle- and high management profiles and high educated technical personnel deserve more attention in
these demanding industries. With a personal approach we provide our clients with industry knowledge,
expertise and insights in the process. iPS Powerful People, established in 1988 with presence in 20
countries, is the global partner for Maritime, Energy, and Civil engineering companies dealing with
complex challenges in the area of recruitment and payroll services. We offer in-depth knowledge of
recruitment and legislation allowing us to anticipate our clients’ needs from an early stage. We match the
talent, skill and ambition of our specialists to companies in our industries: employers find the
professionals they need, meanwhile valuable specialists are given the opportunities they are looking for.

¨iPS Select, we connect you to
the world of specialized
personnel¨
Patrick Mans, Director

WANT TO KN O W MO R E? www.i ps s el ec t.c o m

